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GENERAL DATA ON JASMUHEEN’S EVENTS …. 

Jasmuheen’s seminars and retreats are a wonderful opportunity to gather together with like-minded 

people from all over the world. Sharing well researched and also channelled data; Jasmuheen tunes to 

the group divinity to bring through exactly what each gathering requires, allowing each attendee to go 

into deeper states of meditation where they can access more of their own divine Essence with Its 

profoundly creative love and wisdom flows. While her 2014 focus is on Pure Love & Earth's Gardens of 

Eden, each gathering is as unique as each individual and the general focus of all of Jasmuheen’s work 

is often on:- 

1. Self Mastery & Self Sovereignty – working with Quantum field intelligence. 

2. The freedom that Unity consciousness delivers. 

3. Manifesting the Divinity we are, in harmony with all. 

4. Pranic Living – increasing our personal chi flow transmissions so that we become givers rather 

than takers in this world, 

5. and decreasing our dependence on the world’s resources by increasing our dependence on the 

divine resource within. 

6. Fulfilling the pragmatic programs of The Embassy of Peace with its 12 Pathways of Peace, plus 

7. Jasmuheen works with the group divinity to provide inspirational meditations, tools and 

techniques to gain perfect personal clarity, wisdom and insight to achieve the above and more. 

8. Throughout 2014, Jasmuheen will continue working with the Angelics who are now bringing 

through higher light science sonic codings of very refined vibrations. For an example of this you 

may enjoy her Angelic Heart Tones – video for unifying left & right brain hemispheres. 

Data re the evening event:- An evening with Jasmuheen is always a special event as she provides 

powerful tools in each gathering for all to be able to follow their intuitive guidance more easily and to 

be able to know the will of their Divine Essence. She also provides a wonderful way to be able to 

nourish ourselves physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually by tapping deeper into and aligning 

with this Essence. At this time of great change in our world, being able to flow through life with Grace 

and clarity is an incredible gift to possess. This wonderful event with Jasmuheen will be a mini-

workshop with the sharing of uplifting tools and information, time for questions and answers plus an 

empowering meditation. 

Deciding whether to come: As we advise everyone, who is thinking of attending a retreat with 

Jasmuheen, please check in meditation and see if it feels right to come. If it does then ask the 

intelligent Universal Field and the Divine One Within you to clear the way so you can attend with joy 

and ease. Ask that the money comes to you, or babysitters for your children, or whatever you need. If 

you are meant to be part of these wonderful gatherings, with beautiful like minded people, then the 

way will be made clear.  Ask the Universe to bring you what is required to join us in a city near you as 

we travel this year. 

Also fulfilling the “Being the Best me”; “Happy to be Here” and “All is well with all”, agenda on her 

Cosmic Internet Academy website at:- www.selfempowermentacademy.com.au 

Since 1997 Jasmuheen and the Self Empowerment Academy have conducted numerous world tours via 

the support of their dedicated networks around the world. Each tour continued to build on the previous 

year’s theme and covered issues like Divine Nutrition (1997); Impeccable Mastery (1998); The 

Blueprint for Paradise (1999); Dancing with the Divine (2000); Co-Creating Paradise : Recipe 2000> 

(2001); Divine Radiance : Unity 2002 with its Perfect Alignment & Perfect Action Program and in 2003 

Jasmuheen launched "The Madonna Frequency : PLANETARY PEACE PROGRAM"; The of Law and Its 

Fabulous Frequency of Freedom (2004); Harmonious Healing (2005); The Prana Program (2006) and 

in 2007 The Field of Love & 2nd Chance Dances. With tours each year focusing on Effective & 

Enjoyable Evolution, The Field of Love and many other topics, Jasmuheen continues to travel the globe 

& reporting via her research manuals, on the unfoldment of personal and global harmonization 

programs. In 2008 she toured with the Embassy of Peace agenda; in 2009 the Health, Home & Heart 

Harmonics, 2010 the Rhythm of Love; 2011 The Pathways of Peace and 2012 - BEing Essence & 2013 

Saying YES. 

http://www.jasmuheen.com/event-tour-calendar/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCc_9luCGbk
http://www.selfempowermentacademy.com.au/
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Jasmuheen Quotes & Insights:- 

There are times in life, days, hours or moments, where everything comes together with such 

perfection. It’s as if all the elements of people, words, hearts and even the environment open and 

coalesce into something so magical that everything is a joy. It is a time of the Ahh … where all is right 

with the world. So it has been this morning as the audience, my translator and I danced across life’s 

stage to share stories and words that I know can open hearts. How many seminar halls have we been 

in this last decade or so? How many stories have been told of those who dare to challenge the status 

quo just by being true to the call of their own heart? How many miraculous changes have I witnessed 

and how many have come to listen, to shine and to share? - Jasmuheen 

BEING ESSENCE with Jasmuheen - 2012 

Like others I meet these days, I live my life in a state of deep peace and contentment; my heart’s 

prayer is one of constant gratitude and my soul is full of music and song. The journey to get to this 

place has been long yet extremely interesting – at least to me. After nearly forty years of meditation, 

nearly twenty years of being physically nourished by prana plus eighteen years of constant travel all 

around this world, my personal rhythm in life has stabilised into a state of feeling blessed and graced, 

nourished, well loved and supported. My life feels rich in quality and my heart even richer again. 

 During this time I have also had the joy and the profound learning of raising a family, seeing three 

grandchildren come into this world and developing close and loving relationships with friends and my 

husband-lover of the last few decades. 

 Through all of this I have faced so many challenges, as we all do in life especially as our loved ones 

leave to transition on to other planes, and yet each major life challenge delivered virtues that I 

obviously needed to help fulfil a long held goal. 

 At seven years of age, this goal was to discover and dwell in the Kingdom of Heaven that Jesus spoke 

of in the Bible. Later this goal changed to an interest in ascension, becoming enlightened; for by age 

sixteen the Indian Mahatmas had entered my life, carrying an energy that I sensed that I desired. They 

were peaceful, wise, gentle and loving beings who radiated something that I didn’t know I yearned for 

until I felt it coming from them. Via daily satsang, they shared of the wonders of the realms we can 

discover when we turn our senses inward. 

 The day they taught me to meditate was a turning point in my life, my biggest ‘Aha’ moment and one 

never to be forgotten. Using the ancient Vedic techniques, my third eye, then my body exploded in a 

starburst of light, dissolving me completely into it. And with this light came love, pure and profound, a 

love so divine it freed me of all hunger. 

 In those few moments I was fully enlightened and free, for in that experience I found that I was my 

Enlightened Essence. Somewhere deep inside me was a pure and perfect, loving and wise being that 

unfortunately retreated back deeper inside after those few glorious moments of revelation, leaving me 

completely addicted to all that It brought to my naïve and very young being. 

 An experience like that cannot be described or walked away from for our Essence is the most 

seductive, perfect lover. 

 When It rises It fills every cell, flowing through every atom of our Being from the dimension in which 

It resides within us all. It is the very fabric of our Being, It breathes us and lovingly gives expression to 

all life. All kingdoms, all dimensions exist based in this Essence which is the underlying frequency of all 

of creation. 

Spoken of, and experienced by all of our Holy Ones, the rising of our Essence is an art to be learnt. Yet 

there are many pathways to be played with, for it all is just a blending and merging of rhythms that we 

carry until this rhythm delivers us to the kingdom of our choice. And thankfully the Kingdom of Heaven 

has its doors of entry, for it exists as a frequency, a song deep within us that can be released for us to 

live in when we match with its harmonic. 

 With this focus, as we travel our world, we will continue to share simple yet profound truths that will 

also bring the Breatharian reality in a deeper, clearer perspective. We will also offer simple techniques 

for the creation and revelation of the ‘Paradise – Kingdom of Heaven’ type realms. 

 Yet in Essence it is all about our Essence, for it is our Enlightened Essence that gives us this freedom 

to be nourished on all levels, in such a different way. And when a human being is well nourished from 

deep within by their Essence, then they too radiate this pure nourishment wherever they go, wherever 

they are and so our world transforms itself into the Garden of Eden that it too, was always destined to 

be. 

 May we all enjoy our own Enlightened Essence and walk Its peace-filled pathways! Jasmuheen 

For more Quotes by Jasmuheen... 
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